NEW INTELLIGENT REMOTE CONTROL

Precise control over the machine - two sensitive thumbsticks control its position and offset, including integrated mapping on the offset. A wide range of functions. Super light and easy to use with ergonomic rubber grip.

INTUITIVE TOUCHSCREEN PANEL / HMI

Our new HMI provides essential operating information and implements operators’ instructions. HMI functionality includes:

- indications of power supply and power consumption,
- machine load and hours worked,
- tool holder rpm and option to choose rpm setting with tool input,
- water supply and lights activation,
- maintenance reminders,
- password activation and shutoff, etc.

See back page for more features.
L32RE

- Dust-proof grinding head with low-friction chain gear planetary drive
- Dust suppression fine misting system with high pressure spray nozzles
- Added protection against excessive voltage
- Easy-to-use integrated weights
- Improved dust collection efficiency
- LED lights in front & back
- New adjustable handle bar
- New third wheel design
- Charging phone station with dual USB 2.0 ports
- A durable stainless steel cup holder